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Abstract
The relativistic quantum mechanics of the free Dirac field in spa-
tially flat FLRW spacetimes is considered as the framework for deriving
the analytical solutions of the Dirac equation in different local charts
of these manifolds. Different systems of commuting conserved opera-
tors are used for giving physical meaning to the integration constants
as eigenvalues of these operators. Since these systems are incomplete
there are integration constants that must be fixed by setting the vac-
uum either as the traditional adiabatic one or as the rest frame vacuum
proposed recently. All the known solutions of the Dirac equation on
these manifolds are discussed in all their details and a new type of
spherical waves of given energy in the de Sitter expanding universe is
reported.
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1 Introduction
In general relativity the Dirac field on Riemannian manifolds is less studied
[1–9] since one prefers the scalar field that can be manipulated easier in
the actual developments in astrophysics and cosmology. For this reason
we devote this paper to the Dirac field on the spatially flat Friedmann-
Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) spacetimes paying a special attention
to the framework we need for studying the analytical solutions of the Dirac
equations that can be derived on such manifolds [10–16], including a new
type of solution reported here for the first time.
In our opinion, the general relativistic quantum mechanics on curved
spacetimes must respect ad litteram the principles of the traditional quan-
tum mechanics which today is more than a coherent theory being in fact the
source of new technologies. On the other hand, an independent relativis-
tic quantum mechanics cannot be constructed since the wave functions are
replaced here by free fields with different spins and specific equations. For
this reason, the general relativistic quantum mechanics must be seen as the
one particle restriction of the quantum field theory (QFT) at the level of
the first quantization. This theory must be compatible with the geometry
of any curved background keeping a balance between the local and global
features.
We assume that the quantum states are prepared or measured by a global
apparatus represented by algebra of the conserved operators (or observables)
commuting with the operator of the field equation. The principal observables
are the differential operators generated by the Killing vector fields but, in
addition, there are observables that can be defined in different manners as
we shall see in what follows. All these observables must be defined globally,
independent on the local charts we use. The solutions of the field equations
have to be determined completely or partially as common eigenstates of a
system of commuting observables since then the integration constants get a
physical meaning as eigenvalues of these operators. Thus we obtain complete
systems of fundamental solutions, globally defined, representing the bases
the different representations (reps.) of the quantum mechanics.
On the other hand, the time evolution can be described in many time
evolution pictures which are strongly dependent on the local time coordinate.
For this reason we assume that that two local charts may generate different
time evolution pictures if their coordinates are related through a diffeomor-
phism transforming simultaneously the time and space coordinates. Thus
we are in the apparently paradoxical situation to work in global reps. but
with local time evolution pictures. In what follows we would like to inves-
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tigate exhaustively the solutions of the Dirac equation on the spatially flat
FLRW manifolds, including the de Sitter (dS) one, in two different time evo-
lution pictures, namely the natural picture (NP) in co-moving charts and the
Schr¨odinger picture (SP) [12] in the charts with de Sitter-Painleve´ (dS-P)
coordinates [17, 18]. We study the known plane [1, 10] and spherical [5, 11]
waves depending on vector or scalar momentum in NP and the plane waves
depending on energy in the SP of the dS expanding universe [13]. Moreover,
on this manifold we derive for the first time the spherical waves depending
on energy in SP where the spherical variables can be separated. For short-
ening the terminology we shall speak about plane and spherical P-waves in
NP and plane and spherical E-waves in SP or NP of the dS background.
These sets of fundamental solutions define different reps. among them those
of plane P-waves and E-waves can be related in NP while for the spherical
solutions we cannot obtain a similar result.
On the manifolds into consideration there are only incomplete sets of
commuting observables such that there remain undetermined integration
constants which must be fixed by using supplemental assumptions related
mainly to the frequencies separation setting the vacuum. In what follows we
consider the traditional adiabatic vacuum (a.v.) [19, 20] and the new rest
frame vacuum (r.f.v.) we proposed recently [21]. By using these vacua we
can determine the integration constants of all the plane waves but there are
some ambiguities in the case of the spherical waves we will discuss here.
We start in next section with the geometry of the spatially flat FLRW
spacetimes defining the frames we need for writing the gauge covariant Dirac
field [22] whose conserved observables are briefly analysed showing how these
may define the reps. of our relativistic quantum mechanics. In section III
we introduce the time evolution pictures, NP and SP, we need in order to
avoid coordinate transformations involving time. In this section we define, in
addition, the energy operators and study the equivalence of these pictures.
The next section is devoted to the solutions that can be obtained in NP
presenting plane and spheric P-waves for which we define the a.v. and r.f.v.
giving as examples a Milne-type manifold and the dS expanding universe.
The plane and spherical E-waves, that can be derived exclusively in the
SP of this last manifold, are presented in section V. We point out that
these depend on the conserved energy which separates the frequencies as in
special relativity but leaving undetermined integration constants. Finally
we present our concluding remarks and present some technical details in
four appendices.
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2 Dirac field in FLRW spacetimes
We study here the free Dirac field (or perturbation) on the (1+3)-dimensional
local Minkowskian spatially flat FLRW spacetimes whose geometries are
given by a scale factor a : Dt → R which is a smooth function defined on
a given time domain Dt. We denote from now these FLRW spacetimes by
(M,a) for distinguish them from the general Riemannian manifolds of arbi-
trary metric g denoted by (M,g). The Minkowski spacetime will be denote
by (M,η) where η = diag(1,−1,−1,−1).
2.1 Frames in FLRW spacetimes
The form of the Dirac equation depends on the choice of the the local coordi-
nates and the unholonomic orthogonal local frames needed for describing the
spin. On the FLRWmanifolds (M,a) there are many types of local charts (or
natural frames) related to the standard co-moving FLRW one, {t, ~x}, whose
coordinates xκ (labelled by the natural indices κ, ν, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3) are the
proper (or cosmic) time, t, and the conformal Cartesian space coordinates
xi (i, j, k... = 1, 2, 3) for which we use the vector notation ~x = (x1, x2, x3).
Another useful chart is that of the conformal time,
tc =
∫
dt
a(t)
→ a(tc) = a[t(tc)] , (1)
and the same Cartesian space coordinates, denoted by {tc, ~x}. The line
elements of these charts are,
ds2 = gκν(x)dx
κdxν = dt2 − a(t)2d~x · d~x (2)
= a(tc)
2 (dt2c − d~x · d~x) . (3)
The advantage of the conformal chart is that here one can take over many
results from the flat Minkowski spacetime (M,η) through a simple conformal
transformation [20].
A less used chart is the dS-P one, {t,~x}, with ’observed’ space coordi-
nates defined as [17],
xi = a(t)xi . (4)
The line element
ds2 = dt2
(
1− a˙(t)
2
a(t)2
~x · ~x
)
+2
a˙(t)
a(t)
~x · d~x dt− d~x · d~x , (5)
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where a˙(t) = ∂ta(t), depends on Hubble function
a˙(t)
a(t) for which we do not use
the symbolH since this is reserved for the energy operators. The correspond-
ing chart {tc, ~x}, with the same space coordinates but with the conformal
time, has the line element
ds2 = dt2c
(
a(tc)
2 − a˙(tc)
2
a(tc)2
~x · ~x
)
+2
a˙(tc)
a(tc)
~x · d~x dtc − d~x · d~x , (6)
since after changing the time variable t→ tc and denoting a˙(tc) = ∂tca(tc),
we have to substitute dt→ a(tc)dtc and
∂t → 1
a(tc)
∂tc ,
a˙(t)
a(t)
→ a˙(tc)
a(tc)2
, (7)
in accordance with Eq. (1).
For studying problems with spherical symmetry we need local charts with
spherical coordinates, {t, r, θ, φ} and {tc, r, θ, φ}, obtained from the charts
{t, ~x} and {tc, ~x} where we introduce the spherical coordinates ~x→ (r, θ, φ)
with r = |~x|. In the chars with dS-P coordinates, {t, ~x} and {tc, ~x}, we
consider the coordinates ~x → (r, θ, φ) with r = |~x| but the same angular
coordinates.
For writing down the Dirac equation we need to fix the tetrad gauge
giving the vector fields eαˆ = e
κ
αˆ∂κ defining the local orthogonal frames, and
the 1-forms ωαˆ = eˆαˆκdx
κ of the dual co-frames (labelled by the local indices,
κˆ, νˆ, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3). The metric tensor of (M,g) can be expressed now as
gκν = ηαˆβˆ eˆ
αˆ
κ eˆ
βˆ
ν . Here we restrict ourselves to the diagonal tetrad gauge
defined by the vector fields
e0 = ∂t ,
ei =
1
a(t)
∂i = ∂ i +
a˙(t)
a(t)
xi∂t , (8)
and the corresponding dual 1-forms
ω0 = dt ,
ωi = a(t)dxi = dxi − a˙(t)
a(t)
xidt , (9)
in order to preserve the global SO(3) symmetry allowing us to use systemat-
ically the SO(3) vectors. When we use the chars with spherical coordinates
we keep the same gauge rewritten in terms of these coordinates.
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The frames {x; e} we need in the Dirac theory are formed by a local
chart {x} and the local frames defined by the tetrads e. These frames can
be transformed, {x; e} → {x′; e′}, with the help of diffeomorphis, x→ x′ =
φ(x), transforming the coordinates and by using local transformations Λ(x)
of the Lorentz group, L↑+, for changing the tetrad gauge as
eαˆ(x) → e′αˆ(x) = Λ· βˆαˆ ·(x) eβˆ(x) , (10)
ωαˆ(x) → ω′αˆ(x) = Λαˆ ·· βˆ(x)ωβˆ(x) . (11)
In general, any theory of fields with spin in general relativity must be gauge
invariant in the sense that the above gauge transformations have to do not
affect the physical meaning of the theory.
2.2 Covariant Dirac field
In any frame {x; e} of a curved spacetime (M,g) the tetrad gauge invariant
action of the Dirac field ψ, of mass m, minimally coupled to the background
gravity, reads,
S[e, ψ] =
∫
d4x
√
g
{
i
2
[ψγαˆ∇αˆψ − (∇αˆψ)γαˆψ]−mψψ
}
(12)
where ψ¯ = ψ+γ0 is the Dirac adjoint of ψ and g = |det(gµν)|. The Dirac
matrices, γαˆ (with local indices) are self adjoint, γµˆ = γ0γµˆ
+
γ0, and satisfy
the anti-commutation rules {γαˆ, γβˆ} = 2ηαˆβˆ giving the SL(2,C) generators
as,
Sαˆβˆ =
i
4
[γαˆ, γβˆ ] . (13)
The notation + stands for the Hermitian conjugation of matrices that has
to do not be confused with the Hermitian conjugations with respect to the
relativistic scalar products we will introduced later.
Mathematically speaking, the Dirac spinors transform according to the
reducible rep. ρD = (
1
2 , 0) ⊕ (0, 12) of the SL(2,C) group but which is the
simpler rep. allowing invariant bilinear forms. For this reason we consider
here that ρD is just the rep. defining this group denoting its elements simply
as ρD(A) ≡ A ∈ SL(2,C) [15]. We remind the reader that in the covari-
ant parametrization with skew-symmetric parameters, ωαˆβˆ = −ωβˆαˆ, the
SL(2,C) transformations
A(ω) = exp
(
− i
2
ωαˆβˆS
αˆβˆ
)
, (14)
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correspond through the canonical homomorphism to the transformation
matrices Λ[A(ω)] = Λ(ω) ∈ L↑+ having the matrix elements Λ(ω)αˆ ·· βˆ =
δαˆ
βˆ
+ ωαˆ ·· βˆ + ....
The covariance under the gauge transformation (10) and (11) produced
by Λ[A(x)] ∈ L↑+, when the Dirac field transforms as
ψ(x)→ ψ′(x) = A(x)ψ(x) , (15)
is assured by the covariant derivatives
∇αˆ = eαˆ + i
2
Γˆγˆ
αˆβˆ
S
βˆ ·
· γˆ , (16)
where Γˆσˆµˆνˆ = e
α
µˆe
β
νˆ (eˆ
σˆ
γΓ
γ
αβ − eˆσˆβ,α) are the connection components in local
frames (known as the spin connections) expressed in terms of tetrads and
Christoffel symbols, Γγαβ. From the action (12) it results the Dirac equation(
iγαˆ∇αˆ −m
)
ψ(x) = 0 , (17)
that can be written in explicit form as
iγαˆe
µ
αˆ∂µψ −mψ +
i
2
1√
g
∂µ(
√
ge
µ
αˆ)γ
αˆψ
− 1
4
{γαˆ, Sβˆ··γˆ }Γˆγˆαˆβˆψ = 0 . (18)
The particular solutions of this equation form a vector space equipped with
the conserved relativistic scalar product [10]
〈ψ,ψ′〉 =
∫
Σ
dσµ
√
g e
µ
αˆ ψ¯(x)γ
αˆψ′(x) , (19)
whose integral is performed on a space-like section Σ ⊂M .
Applying these general formulas to the Dirac field in the frames {t, ~x; e}
of a FLRW manifold (M,a) we obtain the Dirac equation(
iγ0∂t + i
1
α(t)
γi∂i +
3i
2
α˙(t)
α(t)
γ0 −m
)
ψ(t, ~x) = 0 . (20)
In the frames {t,~x; e} the Dirac equation reads[
iγ0∂t + iγ
i∂ i −m+ iγ0
α˙(t)
α(t)
(
xi∂ i +
3
2
)]
ψ(t,~x) = 0 . (21)
Similar results can be written in the frames of conformal time performing the
substitution (7) in the above equations. The versions of the Dirac equation
in frames with spherical coordinates will be analysed later when the spherical
modes will be studied.
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2.3 Conserved observables
The general relativistic covariance under diffeomorphisms and gauge trans-
formations is not able to generate conserved quantities via Noether theorem.
Only the isometries can do that and for this reason these deserves a special
attention.
In general, the spacetimes (M,g) of physical interest have isometries,
x→ x′ = φg(x), which are non-linear transformations preserving the metric.
These form the isometry group I(M) having the composition rule φg ◦φg′ =
φgg′ , ∀g, g′ ∈ I(M) and the identity function id = φe as the unit element.
In a given parametrization, g = g(ξ) (with e = g(0)), the isometries
x→ x′ = φg(ξ)(x) = x+ ξaka(x) + ... (22)
lay out the Killing vectors ka = ∂ξaφg(ξ)|ξ=0 associated to the parameters ξa
(a, b, ... = 1, 2...N).
Since the isometries may change the relative position of the natural and
local frames we proposed the theory of external symmetry [22, 23] introduc-
ing the combined transformations (Ag, φg) able to correct the positions of
the local frames after each isometry. These transformations must preserve
not only the metric but the tetrad gauge too, transforming the 1-forms as
ω˜(x′) = Λ[Ag(x)]ω˜(x). Hereby, it results the form of the local transforma-
tions [22],
Λαˆ ·· βˆ [Ag(x)] = eˆ
αˆ
µ [φg(x)]
∂φ
µ
g (x)
∂xν
eν
βˆ
(x) , (23)
which define the matrices Ag(x) assuming, in addition, that Ag=e(x) =
1 ∈ SL(2,C). The resulted combined transformations (Ag, φg) preserve
the gauge, e′ = e and ω′ = ω, transforming the Dirac field according to the
covariant rep. T : (Ag, φg)→ Tg whose operators act as
(Tgψ)[φg(x)] = Ag(x)ψ(x) . (24)
We have shown that the pairs (Ag, φg) constitute a well-defined Lie group
with respect to the new operation that can be seen as a rep. of the universal
covering group of I(M) denoted here by S(M) [22]. In fact, these covari-
ant reps. transfer the Lorentz covariance from special relativity to general
relativity.
Given a parametrization, g = g(ξ), for small values of ξa, we may ex-
pand the parameters of the transformation Ag(ξ)(x) ≡ A[ωξ(x)] as ωαˆβˆξ (x) =
9
ξaΩαˆβˆa (x) + · · · , in terms of the functions
Ωαˆβˆa ≡
∂ω
αˆβˆ
ξ
∂ξa |ξ=0
=
(
eˆαˆµ k
µ
a,ν + eˆ
αˆ
ν,µk
µ
a
)
eν
λˆ
ηλˆβˆ (25)
that are skew-symmetric, Ωαˆβˆa = −Ωβˆαˆa , only if ka are Killing vectors. In
this case we obtain the basis-generators of the covariant reps. [22],
Xa = i∂ξaTg(ξ)
∣∣
ξ=0
= −ikµa∂µ +
1
2
Ωαˆβˆa Sαˆβˆ , (26)
which can be put in covariant form [24, 25]. These generators are the prin-
cipal conserved observables of the quantum theory which commute with the
operator of the Dirac equation.
In a given frame, any conserved operator X gives rise to the conserved
quantity C[X] = 〈ψ,Xψ〉 derived with the help of the scalar product (19).
This quantity is interpreted as the expectation value at the level of the
relativistic quantum mechanics and after the second quantization becomes
the corresponding one particle operators of the QFT [15, 16]. We have
shown that the relativistic scalar product (19) is invariant under isome-
tries, 〈Tgψ, Tgψ′〉 = 〈ψ,ψ′〉, while all the conserved observables (26) are
self-adjoint with respect to this scalar product, 〈Xaψ,ψ′〉 = 〈ψ,Xaψ′〉.
The spatially flat FLRW spacetimes, (M,a), have, in general, the Eu-
clidean isometry group E(3) formed by space translations and space rota-
tions. The basis-generators of these isometries are the components
P i = −i ∂i = −i a(t) ∂ i , (27)
of the momentum operator and those of the total angular momentum,
Ji = Li + Si , Si =
1
2
εijkSjk , (28)
where Li = −iǫijkxi∂k = −iǫijkxi∂ k are the components of the orbital an-
gular momentum which is not conserved in the Dirac theory. The conserved
observables, P i and Ji, can generate freely many other conserved observables
as, for example, the Pauli-Lubanski operator
W = ~P · ~J = ~P · ~S , (29)
which allows one to define the helicity (as in Appendix A).
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A special case is the dS spacetime having the scale factor
a(t) = eωt → a˙(t)
a(t)
= ω , (30)
where ω is the Hubble dS constant in out notation. The dS isometry group
SO(1, 4) lays out ten basis-generators, P i, Ji, three more Abelian generators
Qi and the energy operator which has different forms [26, 12],
H = i∂t + ω ~X · ~P , H = i∂t , (31)
in the local charts {t, ~x} and respectively {t,~x}. ~X is the usual multiplicative
operator acting as (Xif)(~x) = xif(~x).
2.4 Representations
The Dirac theory lays out the natural Uem(1) internal symmetry, giving rise
to the conserved electromagnetic current density ψγµˆψ whose sign may be
changed by the charge conjugation ψ → ψc = Cψ∗, with C = iγ2, since
the γ-matrices satisfy Cγµˆ∗C = −γµˆ. Consequently, for every particular
solution U of the Dirac equation there exists the charge conjugated solution
V = CU∗ regardless the geometry of the background. Thus the space of the
solutions is split into the set of solutions of positive frequencies associated
to particles and the set of their charge conjugated solutions which are of
negative frequencies describing antiparticles. The problem is how a such
basis can be defined in the space of solutions, separating the frequencies
without ambiguities.
The traditional method is to look for a complete system of commuting
conserved observables {A} = {A1, A2, ...An} able to determine a (general-
ized) basis formed by the solutions of the Dirac equation which, in addition,
solve the common eigenvalue problems
AiUα = aiUα , AiVα = ±aiVα , i = 1, 2...n . (32)
corresponding to the eigenvalues α = {a1, a2, ...an} that form the spectrum
S = Sd ∪ Sc which may have a discrete part Sd and a continuous one Sc. In
this manner all the integration constants get physical meaning as eigenvalues
of these operators that have a precise physical interpretation.
When the system of observables is complete, this determine a basis of the
space of solutions said to be of the rep. {A}. Unfortunately, in the case of
our geometries we do not find such complete systems of operators since the
isometry groups of the FLRW spacetimes, including the dS one, do not have
11
Cartan sub-algebras with more than three generators while for completing
such systems we need at least four generators, as the components of the
four-momentum operator of the Minkowski spacetime. Thus we must make
do with incomplete systems of three operators resorting to supplemental
hypotheses for setting all the integration constants we need for separating
the frequencies, determining thus the vacuum.
In a given rep. {A} the Dirac field can be expanded as
ψ(x) = ψ(+)(x) + ψ(−)(x)
=
∫
α∈S
Uα(x)a(α) + Vα(x)b
∗(α) , (33)
where we sum over the discrete part Sd and integrate over the continuous
part Sc of the spectrum S. The functions a and b are the particle and
respectively antiparticle wave functions of the rep. {A}. Under canonical
quantization, these functions become field operators, a → a and b∗ → b†,
satisfying the canonical anti-commutation relations [27, 16]{
a(α), a†(α′)
}
=
{
b(α), b†(α′)
}
= δ(α,α′) =
{
δα,α′ , α, α
′ ∈ Sd
δ(α − α′) , α, α′ ∈ Sc , (34)
requested by the Fermi-Dirac statistics, while the fundamental spinors Uα
and Vα have to form an orthonormal basis of the rep. {A} complying with
corresponding orthonormalization relations. For example, in the chart {t, ~x}
these spinors are orthonormal,
〈Uα, Uα′〉 = 〈Vα, Vα′〉 = δ(α,α′) (35)
〈Uα, Vα′〉 = 〈Vα, Uα′〉 = 0 , (36)
with respect to the scalar product (41) and satisfy the completeness condi-
tion ∫
α∈S
Uα(t, ~x)Uα(t, ~x
′)
+ Vα(t, ~x)V α(t, ~x
′) =
1
a(t)3
δ3(~x− ~x ′) , (37)
associated to this scalar product [16].
In what follows we focus only on various solutions of the Dirac equation
remaining at the level of the relativistic quantum mechanics where the Dirac
12
field ψ depends on that the wave functions a and b that can be derived by
using the inversion formulas
a(α) = 〈Uα, ψ〉 , b(α) = 〈ψ, Vα〉 . (38)
Note that these functions transform under isometries alike according to a
unitary rep. of the isometry group such that Eq. (33) can be seen as
defining the equivalence between the covariant rep. (24) and the unitary
one transforming the functions a and b [26, 15, 16].
3 Time evolution pictures
Working with different local charts we may face with some difficulties since
at the quantum level the time-dependent coordinate transformations (4)
are not compatible with the usual quantum formalism where it is easier to
change the time evolution pictures rather than transforming the coordinates
as ~x → ~x. For this reason we defined two different time evolution pictures
which prevent us to work with such coordinate transformations, remaining
with an unique set of space coordinates, ~x.
3.1 Related pictures
The first picture is the mentioned NP which is just the usual theory in the
frame {t, ~x; e} where the Dirac field ψ satisfies Eq. (20) that can be rewritten
as
(ED(t)−m)ψ(t, ~x) = 0 (39)
pointing out its operator
ED(t) = iγ
0∂t +
3i
2
α˙(t)
α(t)
γ0 − 1
α(t)
~γ · ~P . (40)
which depends explicitely on time apart from the dS case when the Hubble
function (30) becomes constant. The scalar product derived from Eq. (19)
reads
〈ψ,ψ′〉 =
∫
d3x a(t)3 ψ¯(x)γ0ψ′(x) . (41)
The second picture is the SP which governs the time evolution of the
new field [12],
ψS(t, ~x) = ψ
(
t,
1
a(t)
~x
)
, (42)
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according to Eq. (21) in which we substitute
~x→ ~x , ∂ i → ∂i , (43)
obtaining the Dirac equation of SP,(
ESD(t)−m
)
ψS(t, ~x) = 0 . (44)
with the new operator
ESD(t) = iγ
0∂t − γ0 α˙(t)
α(t)
(
~X · ~P − 3i
2
)
− ~γ · ~P . (45)
The relativistic scalar product of SP can be derived after performing the
substitution (43) in Eq. (19) obtaining the expression [12]
〈ψ,ψ′〉S =
∫
d3x ψ¯(t, ~x)γ0ψ′(t, ~x) , (46)
which has the same form as in (M,η). Therefore, the scalar products of
these pictures are different generating two different types of Hermitian con-
jugations denoted by † for NP and by ‡ for SP.
The advantage of this approach is of working with only one set of co-
ordinate and momentum operators, ~X and ~P , which satisfy the canonical
commutation rule [Xi, P j ] = iδij . These operators are Hermitian with re-
spect to both the relativistic scalar products of NP and SP, ~X† = ~X‡ = ~X ,
and ~P † = ~P ‡ = ~P . With their help, and with the Dirac matrices γαˆ, we
can generate freely the operator algebra A( ~X, ~P , γ) of our pictures, consti-
tuted by all the analytic functions of the mentioned operators and matrices
[12, 16].
Of a special interest is the dilation generator,
D = ~X · ~P , (47)
which satisfies the commutation rules
[
D,Xi
]
= −iXi and [D,P i] = iP i.
This operator is non-Hermitian, D† = D‡ = D − 3i, but the operator
Dˆ = D − 3i
2
, (48)
which satisfies the same commutation rules has this property, Dˆ = Dˆ† = Dˆ‡.
Consequently, the Dirac operator of SP is Hermitian, ESD(t)
‡ = ESD(t) while
that of NP does not have this property since
ED(t)
† = ED(t) + 3i
α˙(t)
α(t)
γ0 , (49)
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as it results from Eq. (40).
For relating the above defined pictures we need a transformation operator
T : NP → SP acting as AS = TAT−1 for any operators A ∈ NP and
AS ∈ SP . We observe that the transformation [12]
T (t) = e−i ln(a(t))D , (50)
generated by the dilation operator (47), can take over the role of the coordi-
nates transformation (4) transforming any analytic function F ( ~X) or G(~P )
as
T (t)F ( ~X)T (t)−1 = F
(
1
a(t)
~X
)
, (51)
T (t)G(~P )T (t)−1 = G
(
a(t)~P
)
. (52)
Therefore, we may write the desired transformation
ψS(t, ~x) = T (t)ψ(t, ~x) = ψ
(
t,
1
a(t)
~x
)
, (53)
which is in accordance with Eq. (42) and defines the coordinate and mo-
mentum operators of SP as,
~XS = T (t) ~XT (t)
−1 =
1
a(t)
~X ∈ SP , (54)
~PS = T (t)~PT (t)
−1 = a(t) ~P ∈ SP . (55)
In addition, we obtain the important transformation rule
T (t)i∂tT (t)
−1 = i∂t − a˙(t)
a(t)
D , (56)
which enables us to relate the operators of the Dirac equations of our pictures
as
ESD(t) = T (t)ED(t)T (t)
−1 , (57)
pointing out their equivalence.
Obviously, this equivalence is not a unitary one since the transformation
operator (50) is non-unitary. Indeed, by using Eq. (49) it is not difficult to
deduce the following rule [12]
T (t)† = T (t)‡ = a(t)3T (t)−1 , (58)
which shows that T (t) is non-unitary. This is not an impediment since
we can obtain an unitary equivalence if we replace NP by its Minkowskian
projection we will discuss later.
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3.2 Energy and Hamiltonian operators
The energy operator is conserved only in two particular spatially flat FLRW
spacetimes, namely the Minkowski and the dS manifolds which have larger
isometry groups, the Poincare´ group and respectively the SO(1, 4) ones. The
energy operator of the Minkowski geometry is just the time-like component
of the four momentum, P 0 = i∂t.
In the case of the dS geometry the energy operator is a Killing vector
field which is time-like only inside the null cone of an observer staying at rest
in origin [26]. This takes different forms depending on the local coordinates
and implicitly on the time evolution picture we adopt. In SP the dS energy
operator has the simpler form
H → HS = i∂t , (59)
as it results from Eq. (31).
In what follows we generalize this result assuming that the energy oper-
ator is defined by Eqs. (59) in SP of any FLRW spacetime (M,a). Conse-
quently, in NP the energy operator becomes
H = T (t)−1HST (t) = i∂t +
a˙(t)
a(t)
D , (60)
having the algebraic properties[
H, ~X
]
= −i a˙(t)
a(t)
~X ,
[
H, ~P
]
= i
a˙(t)
a(t)
~P . (61)
Then, bearing in mind that D is related to the Hermitian operator Dˆ as in
Eq. (48) and observing that
(i∂t)
‡ = i∂t , (i∂t)† = i∂t + 3
a˙(t)
a(t)
(62)
we understand that both these operators are Hermitian, H = H† and HS =
H
‡
S , with respect to the specific scalar products of these pictures, (41) and
(46).
The above defined energy operators give the related eigenvalues problems
HF = EF , HSFS = EFS , (63)
which are solved by the eigenfunctions,
FS(t, ~x) = f(~x)e
−iEt (64)
F (t, ~x) = T (t)−1FS(t, ~x) = f (a(t)~x) e−iEt , (65)
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where E ∈ R is the energy while f is an arbitrary function of ~x. In general,
these eigenfunctions cannot be solutions of the Dirac equation since the
energy operators do not commute with ED or E
S
D apart from the dS case
when the energy is conserved.
Now we may define the Hamiltonian operators of our pictures allowing
us to bring the Dirac equations (39) and (44) in the Schro¨dinger form,
NP : Hψ(t, ~x) = HD(t)ψ(t, ~x) , (66)
SP : HSψS(t, ~x) = H
S
D(t)ψS(t, ~x) . (67)
According to Eqs. (40) and (45) we obtain the related Hamiltonian opera-
tors, HSD(t) = T (t)HDT (t)
−1, that read
HD(t) =
1
a(t)
γ0γiP i + γ0m+
a˙(t)
a(t)
Dˆ
= H ′D(t) +Hint(t) (68)
HSD(t) = γ
0γiP i + γ0m+
a˙(t)
a(t)
Dˆ
= H0D +Hint(t) (69)
where Dˆ is the Hermitian dilation generator (48).
Similar time evolution pictures can be defined in the charts with confor-
mal time by substituting t→ tc according to Eqs. (7) in the expressions of all
the operators considered here. Thus we obtain the new pictures namely, the
natural picture with conformal time, NPc, and its associated Schro¨dinger
picture, SPc.
It is remarkable that in SP we obtain a typical structure of a problem of
perturbations since the Hamiltonian is formed by the usual Hamiltonian of
the free Dirac field on Minkowski spacetime, H0D = γ
0γiP i + γ0m, and the
time-dependent interaction Hamiltonians due to the background gravity,
Hint =
a˙(t)
a(t)
Dˆ ∈ SP , Hint c = a˙(tc)
a(tc)2
Dˆ ∈ SPc , (70)
which are proportional to the Hubble function. Thus the unperturbed prob-
lem is the Dirac free field on the Minkowski spacetime while the gravitational
affect is encapsulated in the interaction Hamiltonian.
In NP we do not have this opportunity since the energy operator has the
unusual form (60), depending on the Hubble function, while H ′D(t) cannot
be interpreted as an unperturbed Hamiltonian as long as this depends ex-
plicitely on a(t). This picture, in which the momentum operator is simpler,
is suitable for studying the plane or spherical wave solutions depending on
the vector or scalar momentum.
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3.3 Minkowskian projection
Technically speaking there is a transformation of the fields and operators of
NP
ψ → ψˆ = a(t) 32ψ , X → Xˆ = a(t) 32X a(t)− 32 , (71)
which brings the Dirac operator in the simpler form
EˆD(t) = iγ
0∂t − 1
a(t)
~γ · ~P , (72)
while the scalar product becomes identical to that of SP since,
〈ψ,ψ′〉 = 〈ψˆ, ψˆ′〉S , (73)
taking the same form as in (M,η). For this reason we say that this is the
Minkowskian projection (MP) of NP observing that this offers us the advan-
tages of a simpler Dirac equation and a common scalar product. Now the
Hermitian conjugation of the MP is similar to that of SP and, consequently,
will be denoted alike with ‡. The Dirac operator (72) is now Hermitian with
respect to this scalar product. The transformations (71) do not affect the
coordinate and momentum operators but change the energy operator,
H → Hˆ = H − 3i
2
a˙(t)
a(t)
= i∂t +
a˙(t)
a(t)
Dˆ , (74)
which depends now on the Hermitian dilation operator (48) instead of D as
in Eq. (60). Therefore, the operator Hˆ is Hermitian with respect to the
scalar product (46).
The principal feature of the MP is that this is equivalent to SP through
the unitary transformation ψS(t, ~x) = U(t)ψˆ(t, ~x) whose operator
U(t) = a(t)−
3
2T (t) = e−i ln(a(t))Dˆ , (75)
generated now by the Hermitian dilation operator, is unitary with respect
to the scalar product (19).
Another opportunity is of comparing the states of NP of (M,a) with the
states prepared in the Minkowski spacetime (M,η). This can be done if we
chose the same coordinates on both these manifolds since the scalar products
giving the quantities with physical meaning are similar. Note that this choice
is possible at any time since the manifolds (M,a) are local Minkowkian.
Therefore, given a Dirac states whose spinor in the MP is ψˆ and a spinor
ψM of a Minkowski state we can construct the time dependent quantity
P(t) =
∣∣∣〈ψˆ(t), ψM (t)〉
S
∣∣∣2 , (76)
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by using the scalar product (19). This quantity can be interpreted as the
probability of measuring at the time t the parameters of the state ψM in
the state ψˆ prepared in (M,a). With their help we can imagine detec-
tors measuring Minkowskian parameters on FLRW spacetimes. Thus the
Minkowskian projection of NP can be a helpful auxiliary tool not only for
solving the Dirac equation but for refining the physical interpretation too.
4 Representations in NP
As mentioned, the conserved generators ~P and ~J of the E(3) isometries of
the FLRW manifolds (M,a) are not able to generate freely an algebra rich
enough for selecting complete systems of commuting operators. Therefore,
we must make do with the incomplete system giving the plane waves of
the momentum-helicity or those of the momentum-spin reps. and with the
spherical waves of the total angular momentum rep..
4.1 Plane P-waves
In the frames {t, ~x; e} of NP of the spacetimes (M,a) the general solution
of the Dirac equation (39) may be written as a mode integral,
ψ(t, ~x ) = ψ(+)(t, ~x ) + ψ(−)(t, ~x )
=
∫
d3p
∑
σ
[U~p,σ(x)a(~p, σ)
+V~p,σ(x)b
∗(~p, σ)] , (77)
in terms of the fundamental spinors U~p,σ and V~p,σ of positive and respec-
tively negative frequencies which are plane waves solutions of the Dirac
equation (39), defined as common eigenspinors of the momentum compo-
nents {P 1, P 2, P 3} corresponding to the eigenvalues {p1, p2, p3} representing
the components of the conserved momentum ~p. In addition, these solutions
depend on a polarization σ that can be defined in different manners as we
show in the Appendix A.
These spinors form an orthonormal basis with respect to the scalar prod-
uct (41) being related through the charge conjugation,
V~p,σ(t, ~x) = U
c
~p,σ(t, ~x) = iγ
2
[
U~p,σ(t, ~x)
]∗
, (78)
and satisfying the orthogonality relations
〈U~p,σ, U~p ′,σ′〉 = 〈V~p,σ, V~p ′,σ′〉 = δσσ′δ3(~p − ~p ′) (79)
〈U~p,σ, V~p ′,σ′〉 = 〈V~p,σ, U~p ′,σ′〉 = 0 , (80)
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and a completness condition of the form (37). This basis defines the momen-
tum rep. that depends, in addition, on the way in which the polarization is
defined.
In the standard rep. of the Dirac matrices (with diagonal γ0) the general
form of the fundamental spinors in momentum rep.,
U~p,σ(t, ~x ) =
ei~p·~x
[2πa(t)]
3
2
(
u+p (t) ξσ
u−p (t)~σ · ~np ξσ
)
, (81)
V~p,σ(t, ~x ) =
e−i~p·~x
[2πa(t)]
3
2
(
v+p (t)~σ · ~np ησ
v−p (t) ησ
)
, (82)
is determined by the time modulation functions (t.m.f.) u±p (t) and v±p (t) that
depend only on t and p = |~p|. The notation ~np stands for the unit vector
of the momentum direction while ξσ and ησ = iσ2(ξσ)
∗ are Pauli spinors
supposed to be correctly normalized, ξ+σ ξσ′ = η
+
σ ησ′ = δσσ′ . In addition,
they must satisfy the completeness condition∑
σ
ξσξ
+
σ =
∑
σ
ηση
+
σ = 12×2 . (83)
The form of these spinors depends on the direction of the spin projection
which can be chosen in many ways. In Ref. [10] we considered the Pauli
spinors of the helicity basis but here we use the spin basis presented in
Appendix A with polarizations along the third axis of the rest frame taking
~n = ~e3 in Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2).
It is worth pointing out that the helicity is related to the eigenvalues of
the Pauli-Lunabski operator (29) while for the polarization σ we do not have
a differential operator since this is defined in the rest frame. Nevertheless, an
operator of the spin projection, S3, can be defined in QFT giving its spectral
representation. For this reason we consider here that the momentum-spin
rep. is given by the operators {~P , S3} whose common eigenspinors (81) and
(82) depend on the eigenvalues {~p, σ}. However, this set of operators is not
complete such that there remain some undetermined integration constants.
The t.m.f. u±p (t) and v±p (t) can be derived by substituting Eqs. (81) and
(82) in the Dirac equation (20). Then, after a few manipulation, we find the
systems of the first order differential equations
a(t) (i∂t ∓m)u±p (t) = p u∓p (t) , (84)
a(t) (i∂t ∓m) v±p (t) = −p v∓p (t) , (85)
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in the chart with the proper time or the equivalent system in the conformal
chart,
[i∂tc ∓ma(tc)] u±p (tc) = p u∓p (tc) , (86)
[i∂tc ∓ma(tc)] v±p (tc) = −p v∓p (tc) , (87)
which govern the time modulation of the free Dirac field on any spatially
flat FLRW manifold.
The solutions of these systems depend on integration constants that
must be selected according to the charge conjugation (78) which gives the
mandatory condition
v±p =
[
u∓p
]∗
. (88)
The remaining normalization constants can be fixed since the prime integrals
of the systems (84) and (85), ∂t(|u+p |2+ |u−p |2) = ∂t(|v+p |2+ |v−p |2) = 0, allow
us to impose the normalization conditions
|u+p |2 + |u−p |2 = |v+p |2 + |v−p |2 = 1 , (89)
which guarantee that Eqs. (79) and (80) are accomplished. In fact, we
can focus only on the functions u±p since the functions v±p result from Eq.
(88). These functions can be organized as a 2-dimensional space of complex
valued vectors up = [u
+
p , u
−
p ]
T and vp = [v
+
p , v
−
p ]
T equipped with the inner
product
(up, u
′
p) = (vp, v
′
p) = (u
+
p )
∗u′+p + (u
−
p )
∗u′ −p . (90)
Two sets of t.m.f. ua±p , a = 1, 2, solutions of the systems (84) or (86), which
satisfy
(uap, u
b
p) = δab , a, b = 1, 2 , (91)
are orthonormal generating a system of orthonormal fundamental spinors
(81) and (82). Any linear combination
u±p = c1u
1±
p + c2u
2±
p , c1, c2 ∈ C , (92)
give rise to normalized spinors only if
|c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1 . (93)
Thus we can control the orthogonality of the fundamental spinors exclusively
at the level of the t.m.f., without calculating scalar products.
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A special case is that of the rest frame where the Dirac equation in
momentum-spin rep. for ~p = 0 can be solved analytically carrying out the
normalized fundamental spinors of the rest frame,
U0,σ(t, ~x) =
e−imt
[2πa(t)]
3
2
(
ξσ
0
)
, (94)
V0,σ(t, ~x) =
eimt
[2πa(t)]
3
2
(
0
ησ
)
. (95)
However, in the rest frames the energy operator of this picture (60) takes
the simple form H = i∂t since D → 0 when the momentum vanishes. There-
fore, the rest frame spinors satisfy the eigenvalue problems HU0,σ(t, ~x) =
E+(t)U0,σ(t, ~x) andHV0,σ(t, ~x) = E
−(t)V0,σ(t, ~x) defining the time-dependent
rest energies
E±0 (t) = ±m−
3i
2
a˙(t)
a(t)
, (96)
whose real parts are just the rest energies ±m of special relativity while
the imaginary terms are due to the evolution of the background. Thus we
generalize to any FLRWmanifold the result we obtained for the dS spacetime
[26].
Note that the study of the solutions in rest frames can be done only in
the momentum-spin rep. since in the momentum-helicity one the helicity is
not defined for vanishing momentum.
4.2 Spherical P-waves
The spherical waves are the solutions with spherical symmetry of the Dirac
equation (39) that can be derived after introducing the spherical space co-
ordinates of the frame {t, r, θ, φ; e} of (M,a). This can be done by rewriting
the Dirac operator (40) as [11]
ED(t) = iγ
0∂t +
3i
2
a˙(t)
a(t)
γ0
+
1
a(t)
(
i
1
r2
(γixi)
(
xi∂i + 1
)
+ i
1
r2
γ0(γixi)K
)
, (97)
where r = |~x|, pointing out the angular Dirac operator,
K = γ0
(
2~L · ~S + 1
)
, (98)
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which encapsulates the action of all the angular operators allowing us to
separate the spherical variables (r, θ, φ) associated to ~x. The general solution
of this equation,
ψ(t, r, θ, φ) = ψ(+)(t, r, θ, φ) + ψ(−)(t, r, θ, φ)
=
∫ ∞
0
dp
∑
κj ,mj
Up,κj ,mj(t, r, θ, φ)a(p, κj ,mj)
+
∫ ∞
0
dp
∑
κj ,mj
Vp,κj,mj (t, r, θ, φ)b
∗(p, κj ,mj) , (99)
where Up,κj,mj are the fundamental solutions of positive frequencies defined
as common eigenspinors of the set {~P 2,K, J3} corresponding to the eigen-
values {p2,−κj ,mj} where κj = ±(j+ 12) [34]. The eigenspinors of negative
frequencies,
Vp,κj,mj (t, r, θ, φ) = iγ
2Up,κj ,mj(t, r, θ, φ)
∗ , (100)
are defined with the help of the charge conjugation as in the case of the
plane waves. Al these spinors may be organized as an orthonormal basis
satisfying,
〈Up,κj ,mj , Up′,κ′j,m′j 〉 = 〈Vp,κj ,mj , Vp′,κ′j ,m′j〉
= δκj ,κ′jδmj ,m′jδ(p − p
′) , (101)
〈Up,κj ,mj , Vp′,κ′j,m′j 〉 = 〈Vp,κj ,mj , Up′,κ′j ,m′j〉 = 0 , (102)
with respect to the relativistic scalar product (41) that now reads
〈
ψ,ψ′
〉
=
∫
r2dr
∫
S2
dΩ a(t)3 ψ(t, r, θ, φ)γ0ψ′(t, r, θ, φ) , (103)
where dΩ = d(cos θ)dφ is the measure of integration on the sphere S2. These
fundamental spinors form the basis of the rep. given by the set of operators
{~P 2,K, J3} which is not complete leaving undetermined some integration
constants.
For solving the above eigenvalue problems it is convenient to separate
the spherical variables looking for particular solutions of positive frequencies
of the form
Up,κj,mj (x) =
1
a(t)
3
2
1
r
[
f+p,κj(t, r)Φ
+
κj ,mj (θ, φ)
+f−p,κj(t, r)Φ
−
κj ,mj (θ, φ)
]
, (104)
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where Φ±κj ,mj are the orthonormal Dirac spherical spinors of special relativity
that solve the eigenvalue problems of the operators ~J2,K and J3 as presented
in Appendix B. Then, after a little calculation by using the identities (B.6)
we derive the system
a(t) (i∂t ∓m) f±p,κj(t, r) =
(
∓∂r + κj
r
)
f∓p,κj(t, r) , (105)
resulted from the Dirac equation (97). In addition, the eigenvalue problem
of ~P
2
leads to the supplemental radial equations[
−∂2r +
κj(κj ± 1)
r2
]
ρ±p,κj(t, r) = p
2ρ±p,κj(t, r) , (106)
since the spinors Φ±κj,mj are eigenfunctions of ~L
2 corresponding to the eigen-
values κj(κj ± 1).
Under such circumstances, Eqs. (105) and (106) can be solved separating
the variables as,
f±p,κj(t, r) = u
±
p (t)ρ
±
p,κj(r) , (107)
finding that the new functions satisfy [11]
a(t) (i∂t ∓m)u±p (t) = p u∓p (t) , (108)(
±∂r + κj
r
)
ρ±p,κj(r) = p ρ
∓
p,κj(r) . (109)
Hereby it results that the t.m.f. u±p are the same as in the case of the plane
waves satisfying similar equations. Moreover, we assume that these are
related as in Eq. (88) and satisfy the normalization conditions (89). Thus
the spherical waves have the same t.m.f. as the plane ones as was expected
since these have different space shapes but the same time evolution.
The radial equations (109) are independent on this time evolution such
that we can solve them in terms of Bessel functions. There are two particular
solutions
ρ1±p,κj(r) =
√
prJκj± 12 (pr) , (110)
ρ2±p,κj(r) = ±
√
prJ−κj∓ 12 (pr) (111)
which satisfy [29]∫ ∞
0
ρa±p,κj(pr)ρ
a±
p′,κj
(p′r)dr = δ(p − p′) , a = 1, 2 , (112)
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thanks to the normalization factor
√
p introduced above. The general solu-
tion,
ρ±p,κj = cˆ1ρ
1±
p,κj + cˆ2ρ
2±
p,κj (113)
keeps this property only if the new integration constants obey |cˆ1|2+ |cˆ2|2 =
1. We get thus a new integration constant that must be fixed by using
supplemental criteria. For example, if we look for solution regular in origin
then we must take
cˆ1 =
1 + signκj
2
, cˆ2 =
1− signκj
2
, (114)
since the Bessel functions behave as in Eq. (C.8). Note that this radial
solution is more general that in Ref. [11] where we adopted the particular
version of Ref. [5].
Finally, by gathering all the above results and taking into account that
the charge conjugation acts on the Dirac spherical spinors as in Eq. (B.8),
we may write the definitive form of the fundamental spinors
Up,κj,mj (x) =
1
a(t)
3
2
1
r
[
u+p (t)ρ
+
p,κj(r)Φ
+
κj ,mj (θ, φ)
+ u−p (t)ρ
−
p,κj(r)Φ
−
κj ,mj (θ, φ)
]
, (115)
Vp,κj,mj (x) =
(−1)mj
a(t)
3
2
1
r
[
−v+p (t)ρ−p,−κj(r)Φ+−κj ,−mj(θ, φ)
+v−p (t)ρ
+
p,−κj(r)Φ
−
−κj ,−mj (θ, φ)
]
, (116)
which satisfy the charge conjugation symmetry (100) and the orthonormal-
ization rules (101) and (102) if the t.m.f. comply with Eqs. (88) and (89).
Moreover, if we have two sets of orthonormal t.m.f. in the sense of Eq.
(91) then we may construct new solutions as linear combinations in similar
conditions as in the case of the plane waves.
4.3 Adiabatic and rest frame vacua
The t.m.f. u±p (t) or u±p (tc), are solutions of the systems (84) or (86) satis-
fying the conditions (88) and (89). Unfortunately, these are not enough for
determining completely these functions such that a supplemental physical
hypothesis is required. This is just the criterion of separating the positive
and negative frequencies defining thus the vacuum in the momentum reps..
The vacuum usually considered in Dirac theories is the traditional adi-
abatic vacuum (a.v.) of the Bunch-Davies type similar to those intensively
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studied in the case of the scalar fields [19]. This can be defined for any
FLRW manifold for which the scale factor has the asymptotic behavior
lim
tc→−∞
a(tc) = 0 . (117)
Then the asymptotic form of the system (86),
i∂tcu
±
p (tc) = pu
∓
p (tc) , (118)
gives the behavior of the modulation functions,
u±p (tc) ∼ c1e−iptc ± c2eiptc , (119)
for tc → −∞. According to the common definition, the a.v. is set when
c2 = 0 since then the modulation functions, u
+
p (tc) = u
−
p (tc), describe a
massless particle assumed to be of genuine positive frequency. Thus the
general condition of selecting the a.v. of the Dirac field on FLRW spacetimes
takes the simple form [21]
u−p (tc,m) = u
+
p (tc,−m) (120)
and similarly for the functions v±p (tc).
The major difficulty of the a.v. as defined above is that in the momentum-
spin rep. we cannot reach the rest frame limit. Indeed, for p → 0 the
condition (120) gives the normalized functions
lim
p→0
u+p (t) =
1√
2
e−imt , lim
p→0
u−p (t) =
1√
2
eimt , (121)
while the limit of ~σ ·~p remains undetermined. Moreover, if we force this limit
to zero we obtain different normalization factors [28] such that the limits of
the fundamental spinors will differ from the correct rest spinors (94) and
(95), mixing thus positive and negative frequencies. Another impediment
is that the a.v. cannot be defined for manifolds whose scale factors do not
have a suitable asymptotic behavior (117).
The solution was to define a new vacuum able to separate the frequencies
in any the rest frame of the momentum-spin rep. imposing the conditions
lim
~p→0
U~p,σ(t, ~x) = U0,σ(t, ~x) , (122)
lim
~p→0
V~p,σ(t, ~x) = V0,σ(t, ~x) , (123)
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according to Eqs. (94) and (95). These are accomplished if we require the
normalized t.m.f. to satisfy [21]
lim
p→0
u−p (t) = lim
p→0
v+p (t) = 0 , (124)
since then the contribution of the matrix ~σ · ~p is eliminated. We say that
these conditions define the rest frame vacuum (r.f.v.) which, in general, is
different from the a.v. apart from the Minkowski case in which the t.m.f.
u±p (t) = v
∓
p (t)
∗ =
√
E(p)±m
2E(p)
e−iE(p)t , (125)
depending on the energy E(p) =
√
p2 +m2, satisfy simultaneously both the
conditions (120) and (124).
The above definitions of the a.v. and r.f.v. cannot be applied directly to
the spherical waves even though these have the same t.m.f.. This is because
we have, in addition, the integration constants of the radial functions which
have to be fixed. In the case of the a.v. there are no restrictions upon
the radial functions such that we can take the convenient t.m.f. according
to Eq. (120) but any constants cˆ1 and cˆ2. This is an example in which
the frequency separation is not enough for determining all the integration
constants. In this case a good choice is as in Eq. (114) since then the radial
functions are regular in r = 0
In contrast, the restrictions imposed by the r.f.v. are more effective. This
is because in the rest frame, for p→ 0, the angular momentum vanishes, ~L =
0, and, consequently, K → γ0 which means that κj = −1 (corresponding
to l = 0). On the other hand, in this limit the radial function ρ+0,−1 is a
constant which must remain finite while the other one, ρ−0,−1, is eliminated if
we impose the condition (124). Taking into account that the Bessel functions
behave as in Eq. (C.8) we draw the conclusion that the only possible choice
is
cˆ1 = 1 , cˆ2 = 0 . (126)
Thus by setting the r.f.v. we determine all the integration constants.
4.4 Example I: Milne-type universe
Let us consider the simple example we proposed recently of a (1 + 3)-
dimensional spatially flat FLRW manifold (M,a) with the Milne-type scale
factor a(t) = ωt [30] defined for t ∈ (0,∞) such that the conformal time,
tc =
∫
dt
a(t)
=
1
ω
ln(ωt) → a(tc) ≡ a[t(tc)] = eωtc , (127)
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can take any real value, tc ∈ (−∞,∞), and a(tc) satisfies the condition
(117). Note that the free parameter ω, was introduced from dimensional
considerations. We remind the reader that in the case of the genuine Milne’s
universe (of negative space curvature but globally flat) one must set ω = 1
for eliminating the gravitational sources [20].
In contrast, our spacetime (M,a) is produced by isotropic gravitational
sources, i. e. the density ρ and pressure p, evolving in time as
ρ =
3
8πG
1
t2
, p = − 1
8πG
1
t2
, (128)
and vanishing for t → ∞. These sources govern the expansion of M that
can be better observed in the chart {t,~x}, of ’observed’ space coordinates
xi = ωtxi, where the line element
ds2 =
(
1− 1
t2
~x · ~x
)
dt2 + 2~x · d~x dt
t
− d~x · d~x , (129)
lays out an expanding horizon at |~x| = t and tends to the Minkowski space-
time when t→∞ and the gravitational sources vanish.
On this manifold, we chose the frame {t, ~x; e} where the system (84) can
be analytically solved finding two particular solutions [30]
u1±p (t) =
√
mt
2π
[
Kν+(p)(imt)±Kν−(p)(imt)
]
, (130)
u2±p (t) =
√
mt
2π
[
Kν+(p)(−imt)∓Kν−(p)(−imt)
]
, (131)
expressed in terms of the modified Bessel functions, Kν±(p), of the orders
ν±(p) = 12 ± i pω , presented in Appendix C. These solutions satisfy Eqs.
(91) as it results from the identity (C.6) with µ = pω . Therefore, they are
orthonormal such the general solution
u±p = (v
∓
p )
∗ = c1u1±p + c2u
2±
p , (132)
is normalized only if the integration constants satisfy the condition (93).
In the conformal chart where a(tc) = e
ωtc satisfies the asymptotic con-
dition (117), we can introduce the a.v. imposing the condition (120) which
yields c1 = c2 =
1√
2
. The r.f.v. is given by c1 = 1 and c2 = 0 since in the
rest frame only the t.m.f. u1−p satisfies the condition (124) vanishing in the
rest linit. Thus the the t.m.f. of the a.v. and r.f.v. are defined for both the
types of solutions, plane and spherical waves. In addition, for the r.f.v. of
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the spherical waves we must set the radial integration constants as in Eq.
(126) while in the a.v. these remain arbitrary.
It is worth pointing out that in the chiral rep. of the Dirac matrices
(with diagonal γ5) the fundamental spinors of the plane waves in r.f.v. take
the simple form [30]
U~p,σ(x) =
√
mt
π
ei~p·~x
[2πωt]
3
2
(
Kσ−i p
ω
(im t) ξσ(~p)
Kσ+i p
ω
(im t) ξσ(~p)
)
, (133)
V~p,σ(x) =
√
mt
π
e−i~p·~x
[2πωt]
3
2
(
Kσ−i p
ω
(−im t) ησ(~p)
−Kσ+i p
ω
(−im t) ησ(~p)
)
,
(134)
that can be used in applications [30].
4.5 Example II: de Sitter expanding universe
Another example is the well-studied dS expanding universe defined as the
expanding portion of the dS manifold where the scale factor has the form
(30). In the frame {tc, ~x; e} of the conformal time,
tc = − 1
ω
e−ωt ∈ (−∞, 0] → a(tc) = − 1
ωtc
. (135)
we may derive two particular solutions of the system (86),
u1±p (tc) =
√
−ptc
π
Kν∓(iptc) , (136)
u2±p (tc) = ±
√
−ptc
π
Kν∓ (−iptc) , (137)
expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions of the orders ν± = 12±iµ with
µ = mω . According to Eq. (C.6) we find that these t.m.f. are orthonormal,
satisfying Eqs. (91), giving rise to the particular spinors
U
1/2
~p,σ (t, ~x ) = (ωtc)
2 e
i~p·~x
(2π)
3
2
√
p
πω
×
(
Kν−(±iptc) ξσ
±Kν+(±iptc)~σ · ~np ξσ
)
, (138)
which are orthonormal. Then the linear combination (92) gives the general
solution
U~p,σ = c1U
1
~p,σ + c2U
2
~p,σ , (139)
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which are normalized only if the integration constants satisfy the condition
(93). The corresponding spinors of negative frequencies can be obtained
from Eq. (78).
The a.v. can be defined simply by choosing c1 = 1 and c2 = 0 as in
Ref. [10] since then the condition (120) is accomplished as we can deduce
from Eq. (C.7). This vacuum is different from the rest frame one which
must comply with the condition (124). Taking into account that the Bessel
functions behave as in Eq. (C.8) we find that now we obtain the constants
c1 =
eπµp−iµ√
1 + e2πµ
, c2 =
ip−iµ√
1 + e2πµ
. (140)
that can be seen as the Bogolyubov coefficients of the transformation be-
tween the orthonormal bases corresponding to the a.v. and r.f.v. Further-
more, by using the connection formula (C.3), we obtain the definitive form
of the t.m.f. (92) in the r.f.v. as [21]
u±p (tc) = ±
√−πtc pν−√
1 + e2πµ
I∓ν∓(iptc) (141)
which have the remarkable property
lim
tc→0
|u+p (tc)| = 1 , lim
tc→0
u−p (tc) = 0 , (142)
that may be interpreted as an adiabatic condition for t → ∞ instead of
t → −∞. The t.m.f. of the negative frequencies have to be calculated
according to Eq.(88). For the spherical waves we have to use the same
t.m.f. with arbitrary radial integration constants in the a.v. or satisfying
the condition (126) if we set the r.f.v..
We must specify that these t.m.f. are defined up to an arbitrary phase
factor depending on p which may assure the correct flat limits of the plane
or spherical waves, determining the forms of the one particle operators of
the QFT [31].
5 Energy representations in de Sitter expanding
universe
We studied so far the solutions of the Dirac equation that can be obtained
separating the Cartesian or spherical variables in NP. All these solutions
depend on the vector or scalar momentum which is conserved on any FLRW
spacetime. However, on the dS expanding universe we have, in addition, a
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conserved energy operator that in the SP takes the familiar form (59). This
suggest us to look for states of given energy that could be derived on this
time evolution picture of the dS manifold.
5.1 Plane E-waves in SP
We consider first the plane waves in the dS expanding universe where from
Eqs. (61) and (30) we deduce the commutation relation [H,P i] = iωP i
showing that the energy and the momentum components cannot be mea-
sured simultaneously with a desired accuracy [26]. Nevertheless, this com-
mutation relation does not affect the direction of the momentum operator
which encourage us to define the new operators of SP, namely the scalar
momentum, PS , and the operators N
i of the direction of propagation such
that P iS = PSN
i and
[HS, PS ] = iPS , [HS , N
i] = 0 . (143)
Then we can chose the system of commuting operators {HS , N i} for defining
the energy rep. we look for. The difficulty is that the operators N i are no
longer differential operators such that their eigenvalues have to be pointed
out indirectly when we construct the solutions.
Let us start with the Dirac equation (44) in the frame {t, ~x; e} of SP of
the dS manifold whose operator (45) becomes independent on time,
ESD = iγ
0∂t − ~γ · ~P − ωγ0Dˆ , (144)
as it results from Eq. (30). We assume that the solutions of this equation
can be expanded in the most general form as
ψS(x) = ψ
(+)
S (x) + ψ
(−)
S (x)
=
∫ ∞
0
dE
∫
R3p
d3p
[
ψˆ
(+)
S (E, ~p) e
−i(Et−~p·~x)
+ ψˆ
(−)
S (E, ~p) e
i(Et−~p·~x)
]
, (145)
where ψˆ
(±)
S are spinors which behave as tempered distributions on the do-
main R3p such that the Green theorem may be used. This allows us to replace
in the Dirac equation the momentum operators P i by pi and the coordinate
operators Xi by i∂pi obtaining the Dirac equation of SP in momentum rep.,[
±Eγ0 ∓ γipi −m− iγ0ω
(
pi∂pi +
3
2
)]
ψˆ
(±)
S (E, ~p) = 0 , (146)
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where E is the energy defined as the eigenvalue of the operator HS = i∂t.
Denoting then ~p = p~np with p = |~p |, we observe that the differential op-
erator of Eq. (146) is of radial type, pi∂pi = p ∂p. Therefore, this operator
acts on the functions which depend on p while the functions which depend
only on the momentum direction ~np behave as constants. This suggest us
to look for solutions of the form [13]
ψˆ
(+)
S (E, ~p) =
∑
σ
uS(E, ~p, σ) a(E,~np, σ) , (147)
ψˆ
(−)
S (E, ~p) =
∑
σ
vS(E, ~p, σ) b∗(E,~np, σ) , (148)
where the wave functions a and b play the role of constants as long as they
do not depend on p.
Furthermore, we assume that, in the standard rep. of the Dirac matrices,
the spinors of the momentum rep. complying with the charge conjugation
symmetry have the form
uS(E, ~p, σ) =
(
f+E (p) ξσ
f−E (p)~σ · ~np ξσ
)
, (149)
vS(E, ~p, σ) =
(
f−E (p)
∗ ~σ · ~np ησ
f+E (p)
∗ ησ
)
, (150)
where ξσ and ησ are the Pauli spinors of an arbitrary spin basis. After a
little calculation we find that, according to Eq. (146), the radial functions
satisfy the system[
iω
(
p
d
dp
+
3
2
)
− (E ∓m)
]
f±E (p) = −p f∓E (p) , (151)
that is analytically solvable. Indeed, after denoting µ = mω and ǫ =
E
ω , we
find that the general solutions are linear combinations,
f±E (p) = c1φ
±
1 (s) + c2φ
±
2 (s) , (152)
of the particular solutions [13]
φ±1 (s) = N1s
−1−iǫKν∓(−is) , (153)
φ±2 (s) = ±N2s−1−iǫKν∓(is) , (154)
depending on s = pω and ν± =
1
2±iµ. The normalization constants N1,2 have
to assure the normalization in the energy scale for each particular solution
separately.
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Collecting all the above results we can write down the final expression
of the Dirac field (145) as
ψS(x) =
∫ ∞
0
dE
∫
S2
dΩn
∑
σ
[
USE,~np,σ(t, ~x)a(E,~np, σ)
+V SE,~np,σ(t, ~x)b
∗(E,~np, σ)
]
, (155)
where the integration covers the energy semi-axis and the sphere S2. The
notation US and V S stands for the fundamental spinor solutions of positive
and, respectively, negative frequencies of energy E, momentum direction ~np
and polarization σ. According to Eqs. (149), (152), (153) and (154) we can
write the spinors of positive frequencies as the linear combination
USE,~np,σ = c1U
S 1
E,~np,σ + c2U
S 2
E,~np,σ , (156)
of the particular spinors defined by the integral reps. [13]
U
S 1,2
E,~np,σ
(t, ~x) = e−iEt
×
∫ ∞
0
s2 ds
(
φ+1,2(s) ξσ
φ−1,2(s)~σ · ~np ξσ
)
eiωs~np·~x , (157)
while the negative frequencies ones are their charge conjugated spinors,
V SE,~np,σ = (U
S
E,~np,σ)
c = iγ2(USE,~np,σ)
∗ . (158)
After integrating over p, the unit vector ~np giving the direction of propa-
gation becomes an independent parameter that will be denoted from now
simply as ~n considering that its components, ni, are just the eigenvalues of
the operators N i. Note that in QFT these operators can be defined as one
particle operators giving directly their spectral representations.
The functions f±E of Eq. (152) are defined up to the integration constants
c1 and c2 and the normalization factors N1 and N2 which must be fixed in
order to assure the orthonormalization relations〈
USE,~n,σ, U
S
E,~n ′,σ′
〉
S
=
〈
V SE,~n,σ, V
S
E,~n ′,σ′
〉
S
= δσσ′δ(E − E′) δ2(~n− ~n ′) , (159)〈
USE,~n,σ, V
S
E,n ′,σ′
〉
S
=
〈
V SE,n,σ, U
S
E,~n ′,σ′
〉
S
= 0 , (160)
and the completeness condition of the form (37) corresponding to the scalar
product (46). Moreover, we require the particular spinors US 1,2E,~n,σ to form
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an orthonormal system applying the method of the Appendix D. Thus we
obtain [13]
N1 = N2 = N =
1
(2π)3/2
ω√
2π
, (161)
and verify that US 1E,~n,σ and U
S 2
E,~n,σ are orthogonal. This means that the
integration constants must satisfy
|c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1 , (162)
in order to assure the correct normalization of the general spinors (156).
Hence we derived the most general system of fundamental spinors that
form the generalized basis of the energy-spin rep. {HS , N i, S3} in which
the spinors depend on the eigenvalues {E,~n, σ}. Obviously, these are de-
termined up to an integration constant which has to be fixed according to
supplemental criteria. In Ref. [13] we fixed a priori for simplicity c1 = 1
and c2 = 0 without other arguments.
The integral rep. of the fundamental spinors is useful for calculating
scalar products as in the Appendix D but the definitive form of these spinors
may be obtained after performing these integrals. This is missing in Ref.
[13] such that we perform this calculation for the first time here finding that
the particular spinors (157) can be written as
U
S 1,2
E,~n,σ(t, ~x) = e
−iEt
( F+1,2(z) ξσ
F−1,2(z)~σ · ~n ξσ
)
(163)
in terms of the new functions,
F±1 (z) =
N
2
e
πǫ
2 [A±(ǫ, µ, z) −B±(ǫ, µ, z)] , (164)
F±2 (z) = ±
N
2
e−
πǫ
2 [A±(ǫ, µ, z) +B±(ǫ, µ, z)] , (165)
depending on the dimensionless variable z = ω (~n · ~x), where the quantities
A±(ǫ, µ, z) =
1
2
Γ
(
−14 − iǫ2 ± iµ2
)
Γ
(
1
4 − iǫ2 ∓ iµ2
)
× F
(
−14 − iǫ2 ± iµ2 , 14 − iǫ2 ∓ iµ2 ; 12 ; z2
)
, (166)
B±(ǫ, µ, z) = z Γ
(
3
4 − iǫ2 ∓ iµ2
)
Γ
(
1
4 − iǫ2 ± iµ2
)
× F
(
3
4 − iǫ2 ∓ iµ2 , 14 − iǫ2 ± iµ2 ; 32 ; z2
)
, (167)
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have the remarkable properties
A±(ǫ, µ, z) = A∓(ǫ,−µ, z) , (168)
B±(ǫ, µ, z) = B∓(ǫ,−µ, z) , (169)
that could be of interest in interpreting the above solutions obtained in SP.
Then Eq. (158) will give the corresponding particular spinors V S 1,2E,~n,σ. This
closed form of the plane E-waves is obtained here for the first time.
The surprise in deriving these solutions is that, after separating the fre-
quencies by using directly the eigenvalues of the energy operator, we remain
with undetermined integration constants since in this case the integration
constants are not related to the manner in which the vacuum is defined.
5.2 Plane E-waves in NP
The last step is to rewrite the final results in NP where the Dirac field,
ψ(x) = T (t)−1ψS(t, ~x) = ψS(t, eωt~x)
=
∫ ∞
0
dE
∫
S2
dΩn
∑
σ
[
UE,~n,σ(t, ~x)a(E,~n, σ)
+ VE,~n,σ(t, ~x)b
∗(E,~n, σ)
]
, (170)
depends on the fundamental spinors of the energy-spin basis of NP that may
have the general form
UE,~n,σ = c1U
1
E,~n,σ + c2U
2
E,~n,σ , (171)
VE,~n,σ = c
∗
1V
1
E,~n,σ + c
∗
2V
2
E,~n,σ , (172)
depending and the particular spinors
U
1,2
E,~n,σ(t, ~x) = U
S 1,2
E,~n,σ(t, e
ωt~x)
= e−iEt
( F+1,2(z eωt) ξσ
F−1,2(z eωt)~σ · ~n ξσ
)
, (173)
V
1,2
E,~n,σ(t, ~x) = V
S 1,2
E,~n,σ(t, e
ωt~x)
= eiEt
( F−1,2(z eωt)∗ ~σ · ~n ησ
F+1,2(z eωt)∗ ησ
)
, (174)
which have a more complicated time dependence since in NP the time and
space variables are no longer separable.
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The spinors (171) and (172) are eigenspinors of the energy operator (60)
of NP corresponding to positive and negative frequencies which are separated
as in special relativity according to the sign of the energy. For each pair of
constants c1 and c2 satisfying the condition (93) they form a basis of the
rep. {H,K, J3} of NP but these constants remain unspecified playing the
role of free parameters. Note that the criteria that fixed the a.v. or r.f.v.
do not hold here since these conditions depend on momentum which is not
defined in this rep.. We remain thus with an ambiguity that could be helpful
in further developments.
The closed forms of the particular solutions (173) and (174) are not suit-
able for concrete calculations. For this reason we turn back to the integral
representations that could offer us more flexibility. Let us focus on the par-
ticular solutions in the form (157) that in the frame {tc, ~x; e} of NP can be
rewritten as
U
1/2
E,~n,σ(tc, ~x) = U
S 1/2
E,~n,σ(t, ~x e
ωt) = N(ωtc)
2
×
∫ ∞
0
ds s1−iǫ
(
Kν−(±sωtc) ξσ
±Kν+(±sωtc)~σ · ~n ξσ
)
eiωs~n·~x , (175)
after changing the integration variable as s → se−ωt = −s ωtc. With these
integral representations we can calculate scalar products in NP.
We verify first that the spinors (173) and (174) are orthonormal with
respect to the scalar product (41) of NP. For those of positive frequency we
obtain 〈
UaE,~n,σ, U
b
E′,~n ′,σ′
〉
= δabδ(E − E′)δ2(~n− ~n ′) , (176)
and similarly for the negative frequencies ones. Furthermore, we calculate
the transition coefficients between the basis of the momentum and energy
reps. of NP obtaining that the above particular spinors and those of the
momentum-spin rep. (138) satisfy,〈
Ua~p,σ, U
b
E,~n,σ′
〉
= δabδσ,σ′δ
2(~n− ~np)
× 1√
2π ω2
( p
ω
)− 3
2
−iE
ω
, a, b = 1, 2 , (177)
pointing our the isometry between the bases of P and E-plane waves having
the same integration constants c1 and c2. Moreover, by using the inversion
relations (38) we can relate the particle wave functions of these reps. in the
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dS spacetime as
a(~p, σ) =
∫ ∞
0
dE
∫
S2
dΩn
∑
σ′
〈U~p,σ, UE,~n,σ′〉a(E,~n, σ′)
=
p−3/2√
2πω
∫ ∞
0
dE
( p
ω
)−iE
ω
a(E,~np, σ) , (178)
a(E,~n, σ) =
∫
d3p
∑
σ′
〈UE,~n,σ, U~p,σ′〉a(~p, σ′)
=
1√
2πω
∫ ∞
0
dp
√
p
( p
ω
)iE
ω
a(p~n, σ) , (179)
and similarly for the anti-particle wave functions b. It is remarkable that
these relations are very similar to those we found previously for the scalar
[32] and Maxwell [33] fields.
Finally we note that this isometry does not solve the problem of the
undetermined integration constants even though now we can to take over
the constants of P-waves for obtaining an isometric basis of E-waves. This
is because the criteria used for defining the vacua of the P-waves become
meaningless for the E-waves where the frequencies are already separated. In
our opinion the problem of fixing these constants remains open.
5.3 Spherical E-waves
The solutions we present here as a premier are of the energy-angular mo-
mentum rep. that solve the Dirac equation (44) in the frame {t, r, θ, φ; e} of
SP of the dS manifold. In this frame the time-independent Dirac operator
(144) can be rewritten as
ESD = iγ
0∂t + iγ
0ω
(
xi∂i +
3
2
)
+ i
1
r2
(γixi)
(
xi∂i + 1
)
+ i
1
r2
γ0(γixi)K , (180)
keeping the notation r = |~x| and K for the spherical Dirac operator (98).
We look for for general solutions of the form
ψS(t, r, θ, φ) = ψ
(+)
S (t, r, θ, φ) + ψ
(−)
S (t, r, θ, φ)
=
∫ ∞
0
dE
∑
κj ,mj
USE,κj ,mj(t, r, θ, φ)a(E, κj ,mj)
+
∫ ∞
0
dE
∑
κj ,mj
V SE,κj ,mj(t, r, θ, φ)b
∗(E, κj ,mj) , (181)
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where UE,κj ,mj are the fundamental solutions of positive frequencies defined
as common eigenspinors of the set {HS ,K, J3} corresponding to the eigen-
values {E,−κj ,mj} where the energy E is the eigenvalue of the energy
operator HS = i∂t of this picture. The eigenspinors of negative frequencies,
V SE,κj,mj (t, r, θ, φ) = iγ
2USE,κj ,mj(t, r, θ, φ)
∗ , (182)
are defined with the help of the charge conjugation as in the case of the
plane waves. Al these spinors may be organized as the orthonormal angular
momentum basis satisfying,
〈USE,κj,mj , USE′,κ′j ,m′j 〉S = 〈V
S
E,κj,mj , V
S
E′,κ′
j
,m′
j
〉S
= δκj ,κ′jδmj ,m′jδ(E − E
′) , (183)
〈USE,κj,mj , V SE′,κ′j ,m′j 〉S = 〈V
S
E,κj,mj , U
S
E′,κ′
j
,m′
j
〉S
= 0 , (184)
with respect to the relativistic scalar product (46) that now reads
〈
ψ,ψ′
〉
S
=
∫
r2dr
∫
S2
dΩψS(t, r, θ, φ)γ
0ψ′S(t, r, θ, φ) , (185)
where we integrate on SPhere S2 as in Eq. (103).
For solving the above eigenvalue problems it is convenient to separate the
time and the spherical variables looking for particular solutions of positive
frequencies of the form
USE,κj ,mj(x) =
e−iEt
r
[
ρ+E,κj(r)Φ
+
κj ,mj(θ, φ)
+ρ−E,κj(r)Φ
−
κj ,mj (θ, φ)
]
, (186)
where Φ±κj ,mj are the orthonormal Dirac spherical spinors of the Appendix
B. Then, after a little calculation by using the identities (B.6) we derive the
system (
E ±m+ iωr d
dr
+
iω
2
)
ρ±E,κj =
(
∓ d
dr
+
κj
r
)
ρ∓E,κj , (187)
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resulted from the Dirac equation (180) which can be rewritten as
(1− ω2r2)
dρ+E,κj
dr
−
(
2ω2βr + ω2κjr − κj
r
)
ρ+E,κj
= 2iωαρ−E,κj , (188)
(1− ω2r2)
dρ−E,κj
dr
−
(
2ω2αr − ω2κjr + κj
r
)
ρ−E,κj
= −2iωβρ+E,κj , (189)
keeping the previous notations, µ = mω and ǫ =
E
ω , and defining the param-
eters
α =
1
4
+
κj
2
− iǫ
2
− iµ
2
, (190)
β =
1
4
− κj
2
− iǫ
2
+
iµ
2
. (191)
In this manner, after separating the time and angular variables, we remain
with a radial problem in the spaces of the 2-dimensional vectors RE,κj =[
ρ+E,κj , ρ
−
E,κj
]
which must satisfy the radial orthonormalization condition
〈RE,κj ,RE′,κj〉 =
∫ ∞
0
drRE,κj(r)R+E′,κj(r)
= δ(E − E′) , (192)
resulted from Eqs. (183), (185) and the orthogonality of the spherical
spinors. The system of Eqs. (188) and (189) can be solved analytically
in terms of Gauss hypergeaometric functions obtaining two particular solu-
tions of the form
R1E,κj(r)T = N1(ωr)−κj
×
[
F
(
α− κj + 12 , β; 12 − κj ;ω2r2
)
2iβ
2κj − 1 ωrF
(
α− κj + 12 , β + 1; 32 − κj ;ω2r2
) ] ,
(193)
R2E,κj(r)T = N2(ωr)κj
×
[
2iα
2κj + 1
ωrF
(
α+ 1, β + κj +
1
2 , β;
3
2 + κj ;ω
2r2
)
F
(
α, β + κj +
1
2 ;
1
2 + κj ;ω
2r2
)
]
,
(194)
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defined up to the normalization factors N1 and N2.
The difficult task now is to derive these factors according to the condition
(192) since we have not yet general rules for normalizing the mode functions
expressed in terms of hypergeometric ones in the case of the continuous
energy spectra. Nevertheless, here we can derive these quantities by using
Eq. of Ref. [36] as an integral rep. as we show in Appendix D. Thus we
obtain that the normalization condition (192) is accomplished if we take
N1 =
[√
2ω coshπµΓ
(
1
2
− κj
)]−1 ∣∣∣∣Γ(β)Γ(α)
∣∣∣∣ , (195)
N2 =
[√
2ω coshπµΓ
(
1
2
+ κj
)]−1 ∣∣∣∣Γ(α)Γ(β)
∣∣∣∣ . (196)
Unfortunately, we cannot perform other integrals for investigating, for ex-
ample, if the particular solutions are orthogonal or for calculating transition
coefficients.
We remain thus with these results allowing us to write down the general
fundamental spinors of this rep., {HS,K, J3} selecting only the solutions
regular in r = 0 as
RE,κj =
1− signκj
2
R1E,κj +
1 + signκj
2
R2E,κj . (197)
Then, in order to use a compact notation, we introduce the matrix Φκj,mj =[
Φ+κj ,mj ,Φ
−
κj ,mj
]T
helping us to write down the normalized particular solu-
tions of positive frequencies simply as
USE,κj ,mj(t, r, θ, φ) =
e−iEt
r
RE,κj(r)Φκj ,mj (θ, φ) (198)
while the negative frequencies ones have to be derived by using the charge
conjugation.
Finally, we transform this basis in the equivalent basis of the rep. {H,K, J3}
of NP as
UE,κj,mj (t, r, θ, φ) = T (t)
−1USE,κj,mj (t, r, θ, φ)
= USE,κj ,mj(t, re
ωt, θ, φ)
=
e−(ω+iE)t
r
RE,κj(eωtr)Φκj,mj (θ, φ) (199)
and similarly for antiparticle spinors. We obtain again common eigenspinors
having no separated variables expected to comply with a special time evo-
lution.
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6 Concluding remarks
We tried to present here exhaustively all the analytical solutions of the free
Dirac field minimally coupled to the gravity of the spatially flat FLRW
spacetimes. In addition, we report a new solution which completes our col-
lections of pairs of plane and spherical waves. The next table resumes all
the types of solutions discussed here
Basis Rep. Manifold Picture Refs.
plane P-w. {P i, S3} FLRW NP [1, 10]
spherical P-w. {~P 2,K, J3} FLRW NP [5, 11]
plane E-w. {HS, N i, S3} dS SP [13]
spherical E-w. {HS ,K, J3} dS SP Sec.V
plane E-w. {H,N i, S3} dS NP [13]
spherical E-w. {H,K, J3} dS NP Sec.V
We presented first the general theory of the plane and spherical P-waves
in NP of the FLRW spacetime reducing the problem of finding solutions to
the simple systems of equations which yield the t.m.f. governing the time
evolution of the Dirac field. These may be solved in many concrete cases
but here we restricted ourselves to present two examples, i.e. the Milne
type universe and the dS expanding universe. This last manifold where the
energy is conserved is the only FLRW spacetime laying out all the solutions
listed above.
Technically speaking, we presented the framework in which the gauge
covariant Dirac field can be studied on FLRW spacetimes. Moreover, we
considered the time evolution pictures allowing us to derive the P-wavees in
NP and the dS E-waves in SP where the variables can be separated. Turning
back in NP with the E-waves derived in SP we obtain special eigenspinors
of the energy operator whose variables are no longer separated.
Al the solutions presented here are determined by sets of commuting
operators up to an integration constant that must be fixed according to
supplemental criteria. For the P-waves this means to fix the vacuum by
choosing between the traditional a,v. and the new r.f.v. However, for the
E-waves whose frequencies are separated by construction these vacua are
helpless such that we must look for alternative criteria. This problem re-
mains open.
We must specify that apart the new solutions of section V we present
here for the first time the definitions of the energy and Hamiltonian oper-
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ators in FLRW spacetimes, the Minkowskian projection, the most general
form of the P-waves, the closed form of the plane E-waves as well as the tran-
sition coefficients between the bases of plane P-waves and E-waves derived
in section V.B.
Finally, we hope the results presented here will open new possibilities
of integrating the Dirac field in a large QFT on curved spacetimes with
applications in astrophysics and cosmology.
A Pauli spinors
Given an arbitrary direction of unit vector ~n, the Pauli spinors ξσ(~n) defined
as
ξ 1
2
(~n) =
√
1 + n3
2
(
1
n1+in2
1+n3
)
, (A.1)
ξ− 1
2
(~n) =
√
1 + n3
2
(
−n1+in2
1+n3
1
)
, (A.2)
and the conjugated ones, ησ(~n) = iσ2ξσ(~n)
∗. form an arbitrary spin basis
satisfying the eigenvalue equations
(~n · ~σ) ξσ(~n) = 2σξσ(~n) , (A.3)
(~n · ~σ) ησ(~n) = −2σησ(~n) , (A.4)
where the polarization σ = ±12 gives the projection of SPin on the direction
~n. In the Dirac theory the direction ~n is defined in the rest frame where
~p = 0. In current applications one takes ~n = ~e3 along the third axis of this
frame. We must specify that in the momentum-spin rep. we do not have
a corresponding differential operator since SPin projection is defined in the
rest frames.
Another choice is the helicity basis where ~n = ~np is along the momentum
direction. In this basis SPinors ξλ(~np) and ηλ(~np) = iσ2ξλ(~np)
∗ depend on
the helicity λ = ±12 which is proportional to the eigenvalues of the Pauli-
Lubanski operator (29).
B Spherical Dirac spinors
The Dirac spherical spinors, Φ±κj ,mj : S
2 → C, solve the eigenvalue prob-
lems of the commuting operators { ~J2, J3,K} for the eigenvalues {j(j +
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1),mj ,−κj} which can take the values j = 12 , 32 , ..., mj = −j,−j + 1, ..., j
and κj = ±
(
j + 12
)
. The operator eigenvalues l(l + 1) of the operator ~L2
give the orbital angular quantum number l such that j = l ± 12 [34]. The
quantum numbers l and j do not appear explicitly since,
κj =
{
j + 12 = l for j = l − 12
−(j + 12) = −l− 1 for j = l + 12
(B.1)
encapsulate all of them, j = |κj | − 12 and l = |κj | − 12 (1− signκj) [34, 29].
The above angular spinors are expressed in terms of the well-known Pauli
spherical spinors, Ψ
mj
j± 1
2
, as
Φ+∓(j+ 1
2
),mj
=
(
iΨ
mj
j∓ 1
2
0
)
, Φ−∓(j+ 1
2
),mj
=
(
0
Ψ
mj
j± 1
2
)
, (B.2)
forming an orthonormal set,〈
Φ±κj,mj ,Φ
±
κ′
j
,m′
j
〉
= δκj ,κ′jδmj ,m′j , (B.3)〈
Φ±κj,mj ,Φ
∓
κ′
j
,m′
j
〉
= 0 , (B.4)
with respect to the angular scalar product
〈
Φ,Φ′
〉
=
∫
S2
dΩΦ(θ, φ)∗Φ′(θ, φ) (B.5)
defined on the sphere S2.
the spherical spinors help us to separate the spherical variables (r, θ, φ)
associated to ~x (with r = |~x|) by using the following identities [34],
~σ · ~x
r
Ψ
mj
j± 1
2
= Ψ
mj
j∓ 1
2
→ i~γ · ~x
r
Φ±κj ,mj = Φ
∓
κj ,mj , (B.6)
and observing that γ0Φ±κj ,mj = ±Φ±κj,mj .
For performing the charge conjugation we take into account that the
spherical harmonics satisfy (Y ml )
∗ = (−1)mY l−m such that we can write
iσ2
(
Ψ
mj
j± 1
2
)∗
= ∓(−1)mj+ 12Ψ−mj
j± 1
2
. (B.7)
from which we deduce:
iγ2
(
Φ±
mj ,∓(j+ 12 )
)∗
= ±(−1)mjΦ∓−mj ,±(j+ 12 ) . (B.8)
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C Some properties of Bessel functions
The Bessel functions Jν(z) and J−ν(z) form a satisfactory set of independent
solutions whose Wronskian gives the identity [35]
Jν+1(z)J−ν(z) + J−ν−1(z)Jν(z) = − 2
πz
sinπν . (C.1)
With their help one defines the modified Bessel functions
Iν(z) = e
± iπν
2 Jν
(
ze±
iπ
2
)
, (C.2)
Kν(z) = K−ν(z) =
π
2
I−ν(z)− Iν(z)
sinπν
. (C.3)
The functions Kν±(z), with ν± =
1
2 ± iµ are related among themselves
through
[Kν±(z)]
∗ = Kν∓(z
∗) , ∀z ∈ C , (C.4)
satisfying the equations(
d
dz
+
ν±
z
)
Kν±(z) = −Kν∓(z) , (C.5)
and the identities
Kν±(ix)Kν∓(−ix) +Kν±(−ix)Kν∓(ix) =
π
|x| , (C.6)
that guarantees the correct orthonormalization properties of the fundamen-
tal spinors.
For |z| → ∞ we have [35]
Iν(z)→
√
π
2z
ez , Kν(z)→ K 1
2
(z) =
√
π
2z
e−z , (C.7)
for any ν, while for z → 0 these functions behave as
Iν(z) ∼ 1
Γ(ν + 1)
(z
2
)ν
, Kν(z) ∼ 1
2
Γ(ν)
(z
2
)−ν
. (C.8)
D Normalization integrals
In spherical coordinates of the momentum space, ~np ∼ (θn, φn), and the
notation ~p = ωs~np, we have d
3p = p2dp dΩn = ω
3 s2ds dΩn with dΩn =
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d(cos θn)dφn. Moreover, we can write
δ3(~p− ~p ′) = 1
p2
δ(p − p′)δ2(~np − ~n′p)
=
1
ω3s2
δ(s − s′)δ2(~np − ~n′p) , (D.1)
where δ2(~np−~n′p) = δ(cos θn−cos θ′n)δ(φn−φ′n) . Then the scalar products of
the fundamental spinors of positive frequencies can be calculated according
to Eqs. (81), (161), (C.6) and (D.1) as〈
US aE,~n,σ, U
S b
E,~n ′,σ′
〉
S
=
∫
D
d3x [US aE,n,σ(t, ~x)]
+US bE,~n ′,σ′(t,x)
= ei(E−E
′)t
[
1
2πω
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
ei(ǫ−ǫ
′) ln s
]
δabδσσ′ δ
2(~n− ~n ′)
= δ(E − E′) δabδσσ′ δ2(~n− ~n ′) , a, b = 1, 2 . (D.2)
Eqs. (159) and (160) are deduced in the same manner.
For calculating the normalization condition (192) we use Eq. (6.574) of
Ref. [36] as an integral representation,
F (a, b; c;x2) = x1−c
2c−b−aΓ(c)Γ(1 − b)
Γ(a)
×
∫ ∞
0
ds sa+b−cJc−1(xs)Ja−b(s) , (D.3)
and perform first the radial integral according to Eqs. (112) and (C.1)
obtaining an intermediate result proportional to δ(s− s′). Furthermore, we
integrate over s′ remaining with an integral over s giving just the Dirac
δ-function as in Eq. (D.2).
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